
Thank you for your interest in Theater of the Sea’s Ultimate Dolphin Swim-Wade Program!

What sets this program apart from our regular dolphin swim, aside from it being a private interaction, 
is the ability to customize your program to include all family members regardless of age or comfort 
level.  Whether you are interested in a deep water swim, a shallow water wade, or a combination of 
both, we are here to make sure your program exceeds the expectations of everyone in your group.  
Below you will find a description of our dolphin pools to help you decide which pool fits your family’s 
specific needs. 

Once you have decided on a pool, please contact animalcare@theaterofthesea.com so we can move 
forward with booking your program.  We are also interested in hearing about any special requests you
may have!  

Main Lagoon-available at 4:25
Our main lagoon is a sprawling deep water pool that is home to our most athletic dolphins making it 
the ultimate choice for those interested in a swim program.  The highlight of your swim will be 
exhilarating rides like dorsal tows and foot pushes and the once in a lifetime experience of swimming 
and/or snorkeling alongside the dolphins. Guests enter and exit the pool using a ladder.  Participants 
remain in the water holding on to the float and take turns swimming out into the middle of the lagoon 
to interact with the dolphin.  This pool is ideal for groups that are comfortable in deep water.  
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Pool 1-available at 10:45, 1:15, 4:25
Pool 1 has a shallow beach area with a wall that separates it from the deep water making it perfect for
groups that have both swimmers and non-swimmers. Non-swimmers can interact with the dolphins 
from the shallow area, while swimmers can interact in the deep area all while remaining in the water 
together.  Guests enter and exit the water via a sloping beach making it the ideal choice for those with
physical disabilities.  



Pool 2-available at 10:45, 1:15, and 4:25
Pool 2 also offers the unique opportunity to conduct a combination of a shallow and deep water 
program in the same location.  This pool has a shallow sloping beach with a wall that separates it 
from the deep water.  This beach is more extensive than Pool 1 making it more ideal for larger 
groups. 
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Pool 3- available at 10:45, 1:15, and 4:25
This pool is home to our female dolphins.  It has an intimate shallow beach that is perfect for those 
interested in a shallow water wade program.  The pool also has a deep water area that we can move 
to if you have a few swimmers in your group that would like to do the dorsal tow and swim next to the 
dolphins.



Pool 4- available at 10:45, 1:15, and 4:25
This pool is for those seeking privacy, it is tucked away at the end of our park surrounded by native 
red mangroves.  We have the ability to do both deep and shallow water programs in this area.  For 
deep water programs, guests remain on stairs and take turns swimming out into the deep water to 
interact with the dolphins.  This pool also has a large sloping beach that is perfect for shallow water 
wade programs.  If you have swimmers and non-swimmers in your group and prefer this pool due to 
its privacy we can do most behaviors together at the beach and then move to the deep water area of 
the pool for the swimmers to enjoy dorsal tows and swimming next to the dolphin.


